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    Thank you for contacting us.
We will be getting in contact with you shortly.


    

        

        
        
        
          
        
        


        
                        Full Name *
            
        

        
                        Email Address *
            
        

        
                        Primary Phone *
            
        

        
                        Arrival *
            
        

        
                        Departure *
            
        

        
                        Package of Interest *
            Select
Scuba Package
Snorkeling Package
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NOW OPEN

We are pleased to announce that we are now open. By design, Blackbird Caye Resort is remote, providing the perfect place for social distancing and to enjoy complete privacy.

Please read through the current protocols for arrivals to Belize. A recent negative PCR COVID test result (96 hours or less) is required or you’ll be subject to a rapid test upon arrival at the International airport. A vaccination record that has been completed within 14 days or more before entry is also accepted. The local government may change these arrival protocols, so we encourage you to revisit the page as your arrival date approaches or email us at info@blackbirdresort.com.
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						Belize's Best Dive Resort

						The first thing to greet you when you step onto Blackbird Caye is our friendly staff. The next — a sense of peace. Memorable moments are never far at our all-inclusive Belize resort: From sunrises along the Caribbean Sea to dive trips organized by a PADI Five Star-recognized facility, everything sparks a sense of wonder that only paradise could provide. We invite you to find yours.
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						scuba diving magazine 2024 awards

						Dive with the best in belize

							best overall
	quality of the resort
	quality of the rooms
	quality of the restaurant
	quality of staff
	value of resort

						Read more 
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							 Discovery just got Even Sweeter
							Another dive site has become a new pin on our ever-expanding map. Get set to see the 375-foot Witconcrete—a once-operational sugar transportation ship—up close and personal alongside adrenaline-charged adventurers and curious wildlife alike.
							explore more 
						

					

				

					


		
    
        
    


 


    
        
                            
                    
                        
                            
                                Newly Built villas
                            
                        

                        
                            
                                

Newly Built villas
                                Our updated residences put you steps away from the Caribbean's warm waters, without sacrificing your comfort.
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Private airstrip
                                Charter an aircraft to quickly ferry you from the mainland, and free up more time to explore our little piece of paradise.
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ComplimentaryWatersports
                                You don't need to dive to have a good time: Blackbird Caye's stunning shores are easily explorable via kayak and paddleboard.
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Minutes FromDive Sites
                                See what makes Belize one of the world's best scuba destinations, and plunge into a number of iconic dive sites.
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All Inclusive packages
                                You focus on diving, snorkeling, and more; our all-inclusive packages will take care of the finer aspects of your stay.
                            

                        

                    

                

                    

    


 


    
        
        
                            
                    
                        
                            
                                

All-Inclusive
                                Don’t worry about a thing — from food to fun, we’ve got it handled.
                                view more
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Location
                                Set on a secluded strip of beach, Blackbird Caye typifies the island lifestyle.
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Diving
                                Plunge into the Great Blue Hole, Half Moon Caye, and other bucket list sites.
                                view more
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PADI Training
                                Learn the basics, sharpen your skills, and earn your scuba certification.
                                view more
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							Six Years in a Row

							Cardinal is the best dive master I've had in a long time and knows these waters like no one else. … If you want to experience great diving on an incredibly diverse living reef … then this is where you need to be.

							- Vincent P
						
	
							I'll Be Back!

							The staff is the best I've ever encountered in all my years of travel. The effort they put into every aspect of one's stay is just wonderful. Scuba, snorkeling, paddleboard, kayak, or just crash on the beach — it's all there.

							- mlad19
						
	
							Better Than Ever!

							Everyone — from the divemasters (to the) boat captain, bartender, housekeeping and maintenance staff — are there to make your (stay) comfortable. … All in all, you won’t go wrong visiting and diving here.

							- countryval
						


			

		
	


	
	
		
			
							
					Miles From the City. Worlds From the Ordinary.
    
					Surrounded by pristine waters, healthy reefs, and flourishing wildlife, Blackbird Caye is more than a Caribbean island. Only four atolls exist in the Western hemisphere; we happen to be located on one of them.
					explore
				

						

		

	

	
	
		
							
					
						
							
								An Offer for You
							
						

						
							
								

An Offer for You
								Miss out on your favorite site? Pack your bags and enjoy the best deals on your next stay at our Belize dive resort.
								view offers
							

						

					

				

					

	

	
	
		
			
									
						
							
								
									

Peace and Quiet
									Leave your stress on the mainland, and get excited about your dive trip: Surrounded by clear blue waters, our island home is only accessible by boat or private air charter.
									explore
								

							

							
								
								Blackbird Caye, Turneffe Atoll, 
Belize

								
									Peace and Quiet
								
							

						

					

							

		

	
	
	
	

    The Flyover
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					3 Eyre Street Belize City, Turneffe Atoll					

					Phone: 866-909-REEF
					
					
						Follow us on
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					EMAIL SIGNUP

					
					Thank you for your interest.
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            Privacy Policy agreement
            
                  I have read and agree to the Privacy Policy.
            

            
                 Yes, I would like to receive emails with exclusive specials and offers.
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